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The procedure used to compute the disturbance torques affecting the Mariner IV
and Mariner V spacecraft during selected periods of flight are explained in Jet
Propulsion Laboratory TR 32-1305, Mariner IV and V Disturbance Torques and
Limit Cycles, Oct. 1, 1968. In this Addendum, more extensive examples are given
of computer printouts that provide quantitative information on torque limits and
limit cycles for the spacecraft. This information is presented in four selected plots,
as follows:
Plot I. Reduced position data and torque limits vs time, Mariner IV, 33% bits/s,
days 361-362, 1964.
Plot II. Reduced position data and torque limits vs time, Mariner IV,
33 1/3 bits/s, day 366, 1964.
Plot III. Reduced position data and torque limits vs time, Mariner 7V,
8 1/3 bits/s, days 102-105, 1965.
Plot IV. Reduced position data and torque limits vs time, Mariner V,
33 1/3 bits/s, days 171-173, 1967.
Throughout the plots, time is given in hours, minutes, and Seconds (GMT).
Symbols are as follows: * = pitch; X = yaw; O = V-axis roll; H = Z-axis or
true roll; $ = superimposed data points.
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WPlot III
Reduced position data and torque limits vs time,
Mariner IV, 8 1/3 bits/s, days 102-105, 1965
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